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Metadata are structures which catalogue, c1assify. describe and articulate electronic 

infonnation. The Subject clernent of Dublin Core is used for c1assification systerns and subjecl 

headings. There are five ways of applying semantic interoperability: interoperability between 

controllcd vocabularics in the same language; between controlled yocabularies in different 

languag'es and c1assification systems; between subject headings and c1assification systems; between 

c1assification systems; and between languages. lbe relations between diverse types of standards or 

systems prescnt diverse difficulties. lbe electronic infonnation container, which is Internet, 

guarantees the trend to try and achieve the interopembility of content analysis, whether it be 

between c1assification systems, or subject headings. lbe organisation of infonnation in a physical 

fonnat has transferred its organisational forms to the structuring of electronic information. The 

digital formal transforms the organisational form itself. If. in infonnation llze message is lhe 

n/edil/m. in organisation llze stmctl/re is lile medium. 

1. Introduction 

Metadata are data which describe other electronic information data' , such as web 
page references, correlation to the bibliographical dcscription of web pages and 
electronic resources. They represent elcctronic information. Not only do they 
embrace formal descriptions, locate target objects on Internet and establish links2

, 

but they also encompass content. 

Metadata are structures which catalogue, classify, describe and articulate electronic 
information. Their primary function is to identify and locate information data. They also 
cncornpass the sernantic and syntactic function of electronic information and, moreover, 
addrcss the organisation and visualisation of electronic information. AH of the aboye 
converges in one primordial function: to attempt to facilitate interoperability both of 
formal structures as well as of content. 

Several metadata models exist which inelude those that refer to library regulations 
such as the MARC format. There are a150 ones which refer to the adoption of a formal 
language such as XML or SGML, or metadata structures which offer great flexibility 
such as the Dublin Core, which has been widely accepted in bibliographical and library 
applications where it is used as an elernent heading in HTML. 
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The 15 eIements which cornprise the DubIin Core format are used as descriptors. 
The Subject eIement is used for classification systerns and subject headings. 

Qne of the most important aspects of the DubIin Core metadata is that the 
SUBJECT element comprises key words and includes a description of the fulI contents 
ofthe document or the source. In other words, it cornprises the classes ofa classification 
system, descriptors taken from a Thesaurus, subject headings and others. Furthermore, 
the "type" and "scheme" qualifiers provide information related to cIassifYing systems 
via the <MET ANAME=t1DC.Materia"CONTENT=" element. 

The "scheme" and "type" quaIifiers3 identify the system used in the description of 
each element. "Schemes" refer to the general standards or, in other words, the 
classification systems used and their editions, as well as to the lists of subject headings. 
The scheme, moreover, allows optionaI qualifiers to be used for each eIernent which 
make it possible to indicate the regulations used in the event of regular bibliogr.aphicaI 
description standards having been used. ConsequentIy, the "Schemes" can be expressed 
online and the "Types" refer to the data or elements of these general standards. ''Types'' 
cannot generally be expressed like this. Moreover, the Dublin Core eIements are 
optionaI and repeatabIe and any possibIe ambiguities that may arise with the DubIin 
Core elements can be avoided by using HTML links. 

The syntax ofthe Dublin Core subject eIement is expressed in the following way4 : 

<META NAME="DC.Subject"CONTENT="(Scheme=LCSH)Nursing-Dictionaries 

<META NAME="DC.Subject"CONTENT="(Scheme=UDC) 

946.0" 1936/1939" 
<META NAME="DC.Subject"CONTENT="(Scheme=CDD) 398.2 

<META NAME="DC.Subject"CONTENT="(Scheme=CDD22) 520.60 

<META NAME="DC.Subject"CONTENT="(Scheme=LCC) KDK71 O 

<META NAME="DC.Subject"CONTENT="(Scheme=CC) 0123,3J47 

The subject eIement encornpasses the document content and correlates to the 
fields of the MARC format. In other words, the 080 field is used to state the notation 
related to a classification system, and the 600 fields to the reduction of the document 
contents in alphabeticaI formo And, specifically: 653 for entry by key word, Index 
Term, Uncontrolled; 650 for entry using subject heading LCSH, MeSH; 050 Call 
Number/Classification number; 082 Dewey Decimal Call Number/Classification 
number; 080 Universal Decimal Classification Number . 

It is essentiaI to make subject access compatible. In other words, to achieve 
interoperability between the diverse knowledge organisation systems and the controIled 
vocabularies in order to meet users' new requirements and to be able to correct many 
current access defects within the wide electronic context by means of content. 
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Consequently, an attempt will be made to create multilingual vocabularies using 
already existing tools by means of which there is already a good deal of processed, 
structured and organised information. These inelude already creatcd systcms, such as the 
DDC, the unc, LCSH or others, taking advantage oftheir muItilingual capacity when 
they have it. Furthermore, the need to articulate semantic interoperability or equivalency 
between cIassification systems and subject hcadings exists and is already inevitable. 

In order to establish this concordance, it is necessary to use authority registries, in 
an automated maIlller, since comparing terms manually requires great intellectual cffort 
whercas comparing and managing large databascs is much more profitable although it is 
still chccked manually. Many projects already exist which compare both languages and 
structures, and many of them already inelude multiple structurcs or, in other words, they 
incorporatc diverse tools for their equivalency. 

2. \Vays of applying semantic interoperability 

The scmantic intcroperability are the differents concepts ofthe subjcct gateways created 
like an instruments to establishment equivalences between cIassification systems, 
subject headings and subject descriptions which are the structure which will form the 
backbone the access sincc differents forms ofthe so-called digital or virtuallibraries. At 
an times, this points to the universal virtual library or universal bibliographical 
catalogue projectcd by Otlet and La Fontaine. 

Interoperability between subjcct headings and classification systems may also 
articulate interconnection between diverse document languages in different tongues. In 
information recovery, users should not have to concem themselves with the articulation 
of different recovery languages, but the ideal thing would be for the user to fonnulate 
one single search instead of formulating it in different ways and in different catalogues. 
The ideal thing would be to make different controlled vocabularies and classification 
systems interoperable. 

One of the primary objectives of library catalogues has becn intcroperability 
between conventional classification systems such as UDC, DDC, LCC, and others 
published with subject headings linked to c1assification numbers, known as a chain 
procedure masterminded by Ranganathan. The system which impacted most was 
Dewey Decimal Classification, already in its 22nd edition, which is linked to the subject 
heading list of the Library of Congress in Washington. The electronic · version of the 
subject headings of the LibrarY of Congress in \Vashington (LCSH) are also linked to 
the c1assification of the same library. 

2.1./meroperability between subject headings in the same lallgllage 

The interoperability between subject headings in the same language, for example 
Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and the Medicine Subject Headings 
(MeSH), where an attempt was made to integrate subject headings in online catalogues, 
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is worthy of mention. This instance of interoperability was methodologically exported to 
other subject headings, as it establishes relations between authority files, databas es and 
metadata. It makes use of the MARC fonnat and establishes relations between authority 
records of almost 10,000 registries, allhough the syndetic structure of LCSH canoot be 
fully completed. This has to be done manually 5 • 

The metathesaurus of the National Library of Medicine UMLS Unified Medical 
Language System of the USA has made over thirty vocabularies, subject headings, 
thesaurus tenns and elassification systems interoperable. In order to do this, it uses 
processing techniques based on lexical units. It is based 00 the coostructioo of a 
specialised word list which in eludes over 180,000 eotries and includes verbs, nouns, 
adjectives, etc. on Biomedicine. It also has a semantic network which in eludes 132 
semantic types. This semantic network establishes the categorization of all the 
cornponents of the rnetathesaurus, with 53 links between the sernantic types or nodes in 
the network. The links are the relations between them6

• 

2.2. lnteroperability betweell Multilillgual subject headings 

Multilingual subject headings are established using a system of linguistic equivalencies, 
making use of the establishment of relations between tenns in difIerent languages. 
Nevertheless, comparing tenns is not an easy task. If the comparison is established 
merely between the terms of the subject heading lists in difIerent languages, it is called 
tenninological cornparison and addresses linguistic problerns. Ifthe comparison is based 
on the establishment of equivalency between equivalent authority registries in difIerent 
languages, it shaIl be caBed sernantic equivalency and semantic problems are addressed. 
And if equivalency is established by means of application, it will deaI with syntactic 
equivalency and wiII tackle technology-related aspects. 

The European rnultilingual project MACS (Multilingual Access to Subject) on 
interoperability was created in 1997 at the Conference of European National Libraries 
(CENL) to try and lessen the problem of multilingual access to European databases . 
Switzerland, as a multilingual country, was cspeciaHy interested in the 
implementation of this project. n establishes interoperability between three lists of 
subject headings: Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH), RAMEAU, and 
SWD Deuthe Wisdon and also enables a common list of aH three to be accessed, 
namely, SHL or Subject Heading Languages. The frarnework ofthis interoperability 
is articulated by means of a system of links and searches can be fonnulated in the 
four national libraries or in only one of them. The search can be undertaken using a 
list of subject headings or in aH SHL. This also means that a search can be 
fonnulated in a library catalogue in another language. Furthermore, recovered 
rcgistries can be visualised using sorne of the MARC formats such as USMARC, 
UNIMARC and also MAB and in three languages: English, French and Gennan. AH 
of the aboye has been undertaken and financed jointly by thrce National Libraries: 
the National Swiss Library, the National French Library, Die Deutche bibliotek and 
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the British Library. MACs are currently restricted to authorised headings and are 
only applicable as a dictionary of subject heading languages. The futurc incorporation 
of links to other elements of authority registries may result in the creation of a virtual 
multilingual authority file 7. 

The multilingual database on French monumental heritage, MERIMEE, 
encompasscs rcligious, civil, school, military and industrial architecture and aims to 
articula te intcroperability between controlled vocabularies in different languages. It 
embraces three areas: the inventory undertaken by regional services, dossiers and old 
inventories included in PREDOC and historie monuments under protection since 1913 
including the decree that registered and classified them. Thus the MEREMEE database 
comes within the context of five databas es inc1uding THESAURUS, PALISY, 
MEMOlRE and ARCHIDOC8• 

It's exactly interoperability beteewn subject headings in diferents languages. For 
examplethere is an European project: HEREIN, the European information network on 
cultural heritage policies, Hes in the Council of Europe and is financed by the 
European Union. It is sponsored by six countries which are Spain, France, Ireland, the 
United Kingdom, Norway and Hungary, and later BeIgium. 

lt aims to aI1iculate a new framework of collaboration on the subject of heritage 
among these countries. Its primary objective is to make it possible to interchange 
information on heritage policies. It also has othe~ objectives such as collaboration in 
working groups via forums, associations, and collaboration in other heritage areas such 
as archives, libraries and museums. It makes these countries' heritage poliey reports, 
which encompass access, protection and conservation, available. In arder to achieve 
this, a thesaurus of key words used in diverse documentation such as heritage policy 
reports and others was drawn up. It was not based on any already existing thesauruses, 
but attempted to create a specialised multilingual thesaurus in three languages: English, 
French and Spanish, and it may be extended to other languages. It establishes 
hierarchical, equivalent and associative relations9

• 

2.3. lnteroperability betweell slIbject Izeadillgs and classificatioll s)'stel1ls ;11 lhe same 
language 

The advantage of Dewey for \Vindows 22, which articula tes edition 22 of the Dewey 
Decimal Classification Tables, is that it is uscd in a large number of libraries in 135 
countries and has been translated into 30 languages. In the USA, it is used in 95% of 
public and sehool libraries in addition to a high number of university and speciaHzed 
Iibraries. 

Its alphabetical indcx was one of the tools which introduced Dewey Decimal 
Classification into the framewark of modem c1assification systems as, in addition to 
incorporating a new contemporary model for systematising science, where Theology no 
longer had central position, it al50 included recently created new sciences and 
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disciplines, such as Social Sciences. As regards the fonnal and structural aspects of the 
system itself, it included divisions and subdivisions, an explanation of the system, 
co11ective signs, notations, and fina11y an alphabetical index with rcferences to a11 lhe 
cIassifying numbers. This alphabetical index would be the backbone to interoperability 
in cIassification systems from where the leap couId be made to natural language 
although, on numerous occasions, the alphabetical indices of charts are called natural 
language lO

• 

Interoperability ranges from classifying numbers to alphabetical titles of charts, to 
notations ofthe same and even to the Library ofCongress Subject Headings (LCSH), as 
already occurred with the last two editions of the r charts which could be used to 
produce these leaps. These can also be established betwccn diverse cIassification 
systems and between diverse languages of the same classification system and betwccn 
alphabetical and systematic systerns. Thus, content interopcrability is very broad-
rangmg. 

Interoperability between Library of Congress Subject Headings (LCSH) and 
Library of Congress Classification (LCC) has been articulated in the so-called 
Classification Plus (in CD-ROM) and is also available in Classification Web, an 
interface which is being developed in the Library of Congress ll

. 

There is also another product which is based on the abbreviated edition ofthe UDC, 
which carrelates and translates to the General Finish Subject Headings12

• 

In Spain, interoperability is being undertaken between the subject heading list ofthe 
National Library in Madrid from the authority file and the unc, a project which is 
sponsored by AENOR13 

• 

At this moment there are sorne project of interoperability between subjects 
headings and classification in the same language 

2.4. Interoperability betlt'eell subject headillgs alld classification systems in different 
langllage 

Although the British project, HILT Higlz Level Thesallnts Project on a teaching 
thesaurus is originally from Great Britain, it also embraces Australia, Canada and the 
United States. It makes diverse controlled vocabularies interoperable, and tries to 
facilitate both search and subject navigation. Its interoperability encompasses the LCSH, 
the DDC and the UNESCO Thesaurus, unc and AA T (Art and Architecture 
Thesaurus) 14. 

The DARP A project deaIs with interoperability and comparisons using metadata 
between controlled entry languages and recovery languages and between controlled 
vocabularies and meta data vocabularies lS. 

The European RENARDUS project addresses interoperability between specific 
cIassification systems, different controIled vocabularies in different languages and their 
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convergence in a common classification system such as Dewey Decimal Classification. 
It is a progranune based on technical models and computer tools; consequently 
interoperability is primarily based on computing toolS16• 

The most significant Polish projeet on interoperability between controlled 
vocabularies rnerges several controlled vocabularies such as SHL (subject headings 
language), TCT (Thesaurus of Common Tapies), UDC (Universal Decimal 
Classification) and PTC (Polish Thernaic Classification). 

2.5. Interoperability behreen classification s)'stems 

The American Mathematics Society (AMS) is working on interoperability between 
Mathernatics Subject Classification (MSC) and the DDC, specifically with class 510 
related to rnathernatics in the State University ofNew Cork in Albany. 

There . is also an interoperability project being run between the Swedish 
Classification System (SAB) and the DDC. The project is financed by the Royal 
LibraI)', the National LibraI)' of Sweden. The chart conversÍon is published by the 
libraty and can be found online17• 

3. The outlook for interoperability in c1assification systems 

The relevance of the Dublin Core format lies in three aspccts. Firstly, the Dublin eore 
subjects elernent; secondly, the syntax developed in HTML and, finally, management as 
a \Veb page with a structure proper to classification systems. 

To sum up, the immediate futurc points to the creation of, access to and methods for 
organising the data from differcnt material s into classified online libraries. On 
presenting a novel hypertextual and non-linear architecture, the organisation of 
information will fumish the organisation ofknowledge with a new paradigm. 

Furthermore, many pages have links with subjects (key words) as metaelements as 
they are used by large search engines. However, as yet no widely-used search engines 
undertake their searches using rneta-questions, as there do not exist rnetadata indices of 
special relevan ce. Nevertheless, the Dublin Core Subject rneta-question cornprises the 
same information as other electronic documents processed using other systems. In web 
page design, HTML and metaidentification or metasignposting are used, that is to say, 
the key words function as metasignposts as they are used to index a web page. An 
attempt has been rnade to draw up an index of pan-thematic metadata which ineludes 
rnetainformation highlighted in thc subjcct element. Scherne semantics and ontology are 
already essential; rnetadata rcgistries contain information about the semantics, structure 
and syntax of metadata elemcnts. 

Thc rclations betwcen diverse types of standards or systems present diverse 
difficulties. The clectronic information container, which is Intemet~ guarantees the trend 
to tI)' and achieve the interoperability of content analysis, whether it be between 
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cIassification systems, or subject headings. Corre1ation between both can never be 
articulated by the positivist paradigm oftatal equityl8. 

The organisation of infonnation in a physical fonnat has transferred its 
organisational fonns to the structuring of electronic infonnatíon. The new material 
substratum of electronic infonnation confonns and delimits this new organisation. Thus, 
both physical organisation on shelves and its correlation to physical organisation in a 
catalogue correlate to the electronic organisation of infonnation. The digital fonnat 
transfonns the organisational fonn itself. If, in infonnation tire message is the medium, 
in organisation tire stn/e/lIre is (he medillm. 
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